"A Child's Innate Ability Diminishes If It is not Stimulated."

“I believe that to raise children who will be capable of soaring up into the 21st century, it is necessary for us to wake up to the fact that unknown and unexplainable abilities do exist. It is necessary to put new methods of education into practice that will develop these special abilities."

(Prof. Makoto Shichida)

Brain Activation: an amazing method to let your child have sharp intuition and be able to do things with eyes closed."

100% INCORPORATION OF SCIENTIFIC METHOD & SAFE
ALREADY TESTED & PROVEN FOR CHILDREN OF 5-13 YEARS OLD
Some of blindfold capabilities able to demonstrate:

- Reading with eyes closed
- Guessing a card with eyes closed
- Walking with eyes closed
- Biking with eyes closed
- Guessing a thing behind a wall
- Reading a closed card/document, etc.
- Blindfold testing not only by using a piece of clothe but also Google blindfold, as to show that this capability has nothing to do with peeping.

The Benefit of Brain Activation:

1. To activate and sharpen the intuition existing in the right hand side brain. Sharp intuition is very useful in all sectors of life.

2. To increase concentrating power, learning focus and creativity.

3. To construct better child's personality (positive attitude), self confidence, diligent and many more.

Brain Activation applies open method well known to people, and the implementation of audio technology functions to stimulate left and right brains including the capability of a child's intuition which is able to be demonstrated directly by the children at post activation.
What is intuition?

Cited from Wikipedia.org:
Intuition is a combination of historical (empirical) data, deep and heightened observation and an ability to cut through the thickness of surface reality. Intuition is like a slow motion machine that captures data instantaneously and hits you like a ton of bricks. Intuition is a knowing, a sensing that is beyond the conscious understanding – a gut feeling. Intuition is not pseudo-science. – Abella Arthur

Intuition (is) perception via the unconscious - Carl Gustav Jung

INTUITION may be defined as understanding or knowing without conscious recourse to thought, observation or reason. Some see this unmediated process as somehow mystical while others describe intuition as being a response to unconscious cues or implicitly apprehended prior learning - Dr. Jason Gallate & Ms. Shannan Keen BA.

Facts Regarding
The Awesomeness of Intuition...

“The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful servant.
We have created a society that honors the servant and has forgotten the gift.”
~Albert Einstein~

1. Albert Einstein (1879-1955), a scientist who also empowered his intuition once said:
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"I never found understanding about universal law only through analytical thoughts. The only real valuable thing is intuition."

"Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere"

2. The astronauts spent 90% of their times to practice their reactions based on intuition.

3. Ray Kroc purchased McDonald's franchise at too high price by that time. Uniquely, he said, "It's my intuition that pushed me to purchase and it's an obligatory!" His intuition was true, and it's proven now that McD spreads worldwide.

4. Sam Walton, the founder of Wal Mart applied his intuition when establishing his shop in 1962 and now, he and his family becomes one of the richest people in the world.

5. A research from New Jersey Institute of Technology discovered that 80% of company management or CEOs able to double their profits within 5 years have applied their intuition capabilities. John Mihalasky and E. Douglas Dean found that 80% of successful CEOs have intuition capabilities above average.

6. John C. Maxwell said that "without intuition, a leader becomes blind and it is the worst thing that may happen to a leader"

7. "Intuition becomes increasingly valuable in the new information society precisely because there is so much data." - John Naisbitt

8. "Learn to let your intuition -gut instinct- tell you when the food, the relationship, the jobs isn't good for you" - Oprah Winfrey

9. "The power of intuitive understanding will protect you from harm until the end of your days" - Lao Tzu

10. "All you have to do is pay attention, and awareness grants you access to every corner of the infinite field" - Deepak Chopra

11. World class successful people such as Warren Buffet and George Soros who play roles in the risk full businesses such as shares and foreign exchange also acknowledge that intuition plays an important role in decision making and not just relying on mathematical (technical) and fundamental analysis, meaning that the left brain (analytical) and right brain (intuition) run together, side by side.
There are still more benefit of intuition for example we will get an alarm each time there is a danger/disaster threatening, knowing whether a business partner is trustable or not. Being a leader of organization, one can take quick decision (reducing human error), or if being a businessman, he or she can read a profitable business opportunity, etc.

... And Most Important, have the courage to follow your heart and INTUITION They somehow already know what you truly want to become. Everything else is secondary.
- Steve Jobs -
So whatever the profession is, intuition is very useful in any sector of life.

METHODS OF TRAINING:
- Brain Gym for balancing right-left brain -
- Super Brain Gym for brain therapy -
- Motivation -
- Fun Games –
- Super memory & Speed Reading -
- Brain Activation -
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY WITH LIFETIME SUPPORT

Are you willing to have brain activation business in your country?

Do you already have an education business and looking for another business diversification?

LET'S JOIN US...
Our Profile

We have experience in spiritual education for 7 years. We established Foundation called “Cahaya Insan Salim” registered number : 04/1808-11 in Jakarta Indonesia. We have some programs like : brain activation, hypnosis course, energy healing, inner power, meditation and also education course.

Training will be held directly (face to face). You will get some methods :

1. MUSIC METHOD

- Children activated by hearing the Music

- We have several types of ready made activation audio (tested & proven for years). No need research and trial error anymore for creating the music.

Requirement for trainer : able to motivate children, able to make children fun/happy.

2. VIBRATION METHOD & MASS VIBRATION METHOD (WITHOUT MUSIC)

- Activate the intuition without music no more than an hour. Using human power ability.

- No need imagination/visualization/breathing technique.

- Natural Way/Safe

- Suitable for ADULT & CHILDREN

- Vibration method also powerful to heal any disease, predict/detect anything such as predict stock market, detect any disease, choose partner/employee, etc. Vibration method also can be used to protect anything, increasing luck, remove bad energy etc.
- The next level of Vibration Method (VM) is Mass Vibration Method. With this method, you can do brain activation for many participants. No need to activate the participants one by one. You can also combine this method with music method to increase rate of success.

Requirement for trainer: has spiritual talent/knowledge or meditation background because VM is about learn human energy.

**ATTENTION!** Please beware of other website or institution that claim using a Vibration Method (VM) for opening intuition. VM is first and ever created by BlindfoldActivation.com. VM method can not be duplicated without permission from us.

**Why Join Our Franchise?**

1. **ONE TIME INVESTMENT** only for franchise fee, no monthly/yearly royalty.

2. White label franchise. It means, you can use your own brand and you can resell franchise in your country. Please beware about some midbrain companies outside there that sell white label franchise too but in fact they cropped the midbrain audio using common audio editor software and put your brand inside. So they give you modified audio (not original one). They use tricky method using common audio editor software because it is not easy for common people to distinguish between original and fake audio. Also some midbrain company use stolen/piracy audio. Make sure play only original midbrain audio, otherwise won’t be effective.

3. With single investment, you get 2 in 1 business (midbrain activation + Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Analysis).

4. You can setup your own price, you can modify the program as necessary.

5. You also get "Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Analysis Business"

6. We give you LIFETIME SUPPORT. We have years experience in midbrain activation business and researching human power energy.

7. We give you original music and real vibration method. Beware of other website/institution that copy our content and give only the copied music and fake vibration method.

8. We give you AUDIO SOURCE for unlimited license. You may distribute the audio for your clients without limitation.
What Will You Get?

- Book guidance for trainer, motivational videos, pictures to educate brain.
- Book guidance for parents.
- Teaching common brain gym for balancing of right and left brain. Teaching super brain gym for brain therapy (ADD/ADHD, autism, down syndrome, less focus/concentrate etc).
- Teaching Super Memory & Speed Reading. Teaching Emotional Healing for children to overcome phobias, increase self confidence etc.
- Several types of ready made activation audio (tested & proven for years), audio healing and relaxation music.
- Teaching Vibration Method (VM). VM is unique method that only owned by us.
- Software of dermatoglyphics multiple intelligence analysis.
- LIFETIME SUPPORT

What equipments you need to prepare?

1. Must have medium-large room for at least 10 students and soundproof will be better.

2. Must have high quality multimedia equipment. We recommend using BMG. See the picture here: [http://getpasytem.files.wordpress.com/2007/11/231933.jpg&w=700&h=611](http://getpasytem.files.wordpress.com/2007/11/231933.jpg&w=700&h=611)

3. Must have projector and notebook for presentation.
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9. For drawing sheet, we will give you the JPG’s file so that you can print by ur self.

For training, you can visit us in Jakarta Indonesia with maximum 3 trainers to be trained.

-You can also see our brain activation training at [www.otaktengahindonesia.com](http://www.otaktengahindonesia.com)
- Our dermatoglyphics multiple intelligence analysis at [www.brainevo.com](http://www.brainevo.com)

Some Videos :

- [http://youtu.be/6ndum_4eAas](http://youtu.be/6ndum_4eAas) (blindfold demo)
- [http://youtu.be/aOLCqvGelv8](http://youtu.be/aOLCqvGelv8) (advanced blindfold test with swimming goggles)
- [http://youtu.be/gRh67fBSb54](http://youtu.be/gRh67fBSb54) (colouring)
- [http://youtu.be/szshq1XKiaY](http://youtu.be/szshq1XKiaY) (reading newspaper headline)
- [http://youtu.be/7Z1gqrUI-y0](http://youtu.be/7Z1gqrUI-y0) (reading money serial number)
- [http://youtu.be/lAbg7d9gZE0](http://youtu.be/lAbg7d9gZE0) (Video of our event)
- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxJrU0VNAqU](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxJrU0VNAqU) (healing demo)
- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DOM0yJnbUsA](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DOM0yJnbUsA) (adult blindfold demo)
- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBwheYqYOSk](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBwheYqYOSk) (adult blindfold demo)
Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Analysis
Business Opportunity

Is your child a slow learner?
The child is unsure of its talents and strengths?
Do you want to know your child's innate characters?

Discover Your Hidden Potentials and Inborn Traits
Through Dermatoglyphics Analysis!

Dermatoglyphic Analysis is a scientific term for the analysis of fingerprint, handprint and footprint. It is a method to sum up by actuarial and background system - giving the minute profile and data to make each individual to discover their natural brain potentials, advantages and disadvantages thoroughly, understand their own personality, learning style, natural advantages/disadvantages and the behaviour through the professional analysts' interpretation and analysis.
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Our R&D Department's research and study on dermatoglyphic is based on genetics and the connection between dermatoglyphic and human brain. We read the children's brain information, understand their natural talent and do analysis of Multiple Intelligence by dermatoglyphic method. Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Analysis can be applied for children and adult.

**What to expect from Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Analysis?**

- Discover the inborn traits/characteristics. It is important to understand a child’s innate characteristics in order to communicate (handle) with them effectively. to eliminate misunderstanding in relation to their natural-born character (stubborn, rebellious or persistent etc)

- Discover innate strengths and weakness on multiple intelligence. To know the 9 **Multiple Intelligences** of your child. To understand precisely if your child is gifted in arts, sports, music or science academic.

- Enhance learning experience by identifying preferred learning styles (kinesthetic, auditory or visual leaner), to have a clear view on the type of education method best suits their inborn learning style.

- Minimize time and financial commitments on unnecessary courses.

- Reveal hidden talents. Getting an insight into a child’s inborn talent (if the child possess the quality to be an accountant, a doctor or an entrepreneur). Make academic and career choices easier.
What do the readings measure?

1. Behavior pattern based on DISC profiling
2. Nine Multiple intelligence Distribution
3. Percentile distribution of Innate Intelligence
4. Left & Right Brain potential
5. Preferred learning styles
6. Different Quotients (AQ, IQ, CQ, EQ, SQ)
7. Preferred career options from many careers available.
8. Workers Quadrant
9. Stress response system and more.

Is Dermatoglyphs a firm of fortune telling?

Absolutely not. Palmistry or Chiromancy is the divination of the future through the interpretation of lines of the palms whereas Dermatoglyphs is the science of comparing analysing and classifying the patterns of the skin grains and ridges of each person's fingerprint. These analysis do not predict the future, but rather gives a comprehensive insight of one's innate intelligence distributions, potentials, traits, preferred learning and communication styles.

How is Dermatoglyphs Analysis in comparison to conventional methods?

Conventional Testing uses questionnaire format where most of the time answers can be influenced by the emotional and mental state, wherein Dermatoglyphs Analysis is unaffected by such parameters hence offering most vivid results.
**How reliable?**
Since years many scientists and medical doctors have used genetics, embryology, Dermatoglyphs, anthropology and anatomy as basis to observe, analyze, validate and conclude the result of Dermatoglyphs. It has been most advanced and useful tool to understand the potential functioning of brain lobes. As fingerprints are unalterable and are never influenced by environment, behaviors, companies & moods, the reliability of the fingerprint analysis remain on top. The accuracy is up to 95%.

Dermatoglyphics/fingerprint analysis news published on newspapers:

![Newspaper Clippings]

**How much cost for joining fingerprint analysis business?**
IT IS FREE. If you join our midbrain activation franchise, then you will get free dermatoglyphics analysis business package (training, device, and software).

Otherwise, If you interested dermatoglyphics analysis business only (not include midbrain activation business), you can send inquiry to info@blindfoldactivation.com

We train your team in your country or your team come to our country (Indonesia). Please Contact us at: [Info@BlindfoldActivation.com](mailto:Info@BlindfoldActivation.com)
LEARNING STYLES

- Visual: 45.96%
- Kinesthetic: 19.46%
- Auditory: 34.58%

LEARNING TYPE

- Cognitive: 80%
- Affective: 20%
- Reflective: 0%
- Verbal: 0%
LEFT BRAIN & RIGHT BRAIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRENGTH</th>
<th>AVERAGE</th>
<th>WEAKNESS</th>
<th>OPEN AREA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rational Thinking, Executing, Planning, Co-ordinating, Controlling, Self-Achievement, Motive Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic Reasoning, Analysis, Computation process, Numerical, Linguistic, Grammar, Conceptual Understanding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Motor Skills, Action identification, Body Control, Movement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Ability, Language Understanding, Hearing Recognition and Memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Identification, Reading, Interpretation, Observation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership, Interpersonal Skills, Creativity, Goal Visualization, Self Esteem, Determination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiration, Intuition, Idea Formulation, 3D Recognition, Visual/Spatial Ability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Motor Skills, Body Movement and Coordination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to Music, Sound, Emotions and Feelings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization, Art, Visual Appreciation, Aesthetic Sense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Left Brain 51.56%  BRAIN HEMISPHERES  Right Brain 48.44%
MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intelligence</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verbal - Linguist</td>
<td>7.63%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical - Mathematical</td>
<td>7.00%</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual - Spatial</td>
<td>9.72%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinaesthetic</td>
<td>12.84%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>10.84%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>13.53%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrapersonal</td>
<td>12.84%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalist</td>
<td>14.24%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existential</td>
<td>11.36%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PERSONAL QUOTIENTS

- CIQ: Intelligence Quotient 12.96%
- CoQ: Creative Quotient 18.21%
- EqQ: Emotional Quotient 23.37%
- SqQ: Spiritual Quotient 21.44%
### DISCIPLINE SPECIALIZATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIGH SCHOOL</th>
<th>Exact</th>
<th>Non Exact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50.96%</td>
<td>49.04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FACULTY SELECTION SUMMARY

- **Art & Sport**: 11.01%
- **Engineer**: 7.78%
- **Commerce**: 9.16%
- **Science**: 9.89%
- **Medicine**: 10.56%
- **Law**: 8.72%
- **Management**: 10.53%
- **Language & Social Study**: 9.51%
- **Psychology**: 12.28%
- **Philosophy**: 10.56%
CHARACTER TRAITS

OPENNESS
- INTROVERT: 48.89%
- EXTROVERT: 51.11%

RECEIVING INFORMATION
- FACT: 65.50%
- OPINION: 34.50%

DECISION MAKING
- OBJECTIVE: 63.46%
- SUBJECTIVE: 36.51%

TAKING ACTION
- PLANNED: 57.11%
- FLEXIBLE: 42.89%

MENTAL ENDURANCE: 14.23%

BRAIN ENDURANCE: 23.24%

WORKING QUADRANTS
- executive: 21.26%
- business owner: 23.65%
- self employed: 28.10%
- inventor: 26.99%

WORKING STYLES
- management: 20.33%
- decision maker: 22.85%
- operation: 12.35%
- communication: 23.24%
- adaptation: 21.23%
FRANCHISE FEE

STANDARD FRANCHISE : USD 550

This is only Midbrain activation package which consist of :

- Original midbrain activation audio (CDs). The audio can use your own brand.
- Book guidance, parent guidance, video and all support files.
- Free DMIT business. You can sell this service to public embedded with midbrain activation or sell it separately. DMIT consist of software, training module (exclude fingerprint scanner).
- You can not sell the franchise.
- Self-training. The package will be delivered through express mail service to your home address. We give you support by email.

MASTER FRANCHISE : USD 1700

- Teaching midbrain activation with Music (for children). Get several types of activation audio (audio source) with unlimited license.
- Free DMIT business. You can sell this service to public embedded with midbrain activation or sell it separately. DMIT consist of software, training module and fingerprint scanner.
- You can sell Unlimited Franchise in your country
- One time fee, no need to pay franchise fee/royalty anymore.
- You can use your own brand, setting up your price and customize anything you want.
- Self-training. The package will be delivered through express mail service to your home address. We give you support by email.

Note : If you are interested, you can also learn Vibration Method (midbrain activation for adult-children). Training of vibration method will be held face to face in Jakarta, Indonesia. Additional cost for Vibration method is USD 2500

AUDIO FORMULA : USD 2500

- For you who already bought our “master franchise” package, you can upgrade the package with “audio formula” package. We give you whole secret how to create midbrain audio with step by step explanation. With this knowledge, you don’t need research anymore because you’ll get the formula and able to create unlimited audio using special software. You can also create the audio based on your client’s brand so that you can sell white label franchise too. Don’t be fooled by other company who sell white label franchise but in fact they just cropped the audio and put your brand inside. They use tricky method using common audio editor software because it is not easy for common people to distinguish between original and fake audio.
- This knowledge can be learned online. We give you complete documentation and video tutorial.
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MIDBRAIN ACTIVATION EVENT
PICTURES GALLERY